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Acquisitions report, April 2016 – March 2017
Introduction by the chairman of FoTKA
It is again my great pleasure to introduce the annual Acquisitions Report, put together by
Christopher Whittick and his team, which chronicles the vital work undertaken in a twelve-month
period to preserve the history of East Sussex, including Brighton and Hove. As well as its other
activities FoTKA, like its predecessor FESRO, is ready to assist when archival material needs to
be purchased. We are not the only source of funds, and we pay tribute to the role of national
and other organisations, as well as generous individuals. The report begins with the East Sussex
accessions, followed by those for Brighton and Hove.

Two significant events have taken place during the year under consideration – the award of
Accredited Status to The Keep by The National Archives, and the retirement of Elizabeth Hughes
as County Archivist.
At a ceremony at The Keep on 22 February 2017 (photo above) Peter Field, the Lord Lieutenant
and Custos Rotulorum of East Sussex, representing the three partners, accepted the award
from Jeff James, Keeper of the National Archives. I can do no better than to repeat some of his
remarks.
Friends of The Keep Archives; Registered Charity Number 1159372
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Accreditation defines good practice in the world of archives, and sets agreed standards for
archive services across the UK; in so doing, it encourages and supports the development of the
services who measure up to its exacting standards. Here in East Sussex, we know we have an
archive service which is second to none, and an archive building – The Keep – which must rival
any such repository in the country. It is gratifying to see our convictions, which could be described
as partial, confirmed by The National Archives, which is the arbiter of standards for archives
throughout the UK.
The Lord Lieutenant went on to say that the bulk of the exacting work which the application
entailed was largely undertaken by Elizabeth Hughes, who retired in November 2016, and that in
doing so, in this as in so many areas, she had laid a secure foundation on which her successors
might build.
Elizabeth came to East Sussex from Berkshire, where she had been involved in designing the
public service side of the new Record Office. She vividly remembers the first month at Lewes:
‘Twelve days after I started, the town flooded and so did the warehouse where the modern
records were stored. I learnt the hard way about how to salvage archives – in wellies, boiler suits
and masks! I also learnt things about insurance and team building that I hadn’t known before.’
In 2006, following an inspection of The Maltings in Lewes by The National Archives, the County
Council recognised that a new building was needed. It was a project which ended only when The
Keep opened its doors in November 2013 and it represented an enormous personal achievement.
Having watched the process from beginning to end, including a series of false starts over 20 years,
Christopher Whittick is convinced that only Elizabeth Hughes could have brought the project to
fruition.
Following Elizabeth’s departure the County
Archaeologist Casper Johnson took over the
service, with the designation Team Manager
for the Archaeology Section, Modern
Records Management and The Keep archive.
It was felt to be important to retain the
title of County Archivist, and on Casper’s
appointment Christopher Whittick succeeded
to that role, as the tenth County Archivist of
East Sussex.
I hope you enjoy browsing this report, and
even more that you are able to explore what
The Keep can offer you in pursuing your own
interests.
Lady Teviot
Chairman
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East Sussex accessions, April 2016 – March 2017
ESRO’s Annual Report of acquisitions for 2014-2016, the first to be published by FoTKA,
made clear how much the move to The Keep at Falmer had influenced the number of
accessions which we received. The year which is the subject of this report is no different – in
numerical terms, there were 312 separate acquisitions of documents, ranging from single
sheets of paper to a very large lorryload of recent records of magistrates’ courts from all
over the county. What we call the Keep Effect also showed itself in the distribution of the
accessions, a third of which are attributable to Brighton and Hove.
As will become apparent, a considerable number of these accessions, and many of the
most interesting and informative ones, we owe to the financial support of our Friends’
organisation, the Friends of the Keep Archives (FoTKA).

The year began with the arrival, on 5 April, of a small and frankly unprepossessing bundle
of papers, which turned out to be of great interest. The Catt and Morris families of Pett
played a significant part in the life of the remote village in the first half of the 20th century.
The Royal Oak Inn was owned by the Church of England Temperance Society, and by 1911
was being run as a temperance hotel by William Catt, who was enumerated, described as a
gardener, aged 61, with his wife Elizabeth (62); six of the couple's seven children survived,
including their unmarried daughter Edith Lydia Mary (32). In the third quarter of 1915 Edith
married Percy John Morris of the Royal Flying Corps, and by 1924 Mrs Morris was running the
establishment, and Percy the Pett to Hastings bus service, which his father-in-law had started
in 1921. Among the papers is the inn’s visitor’s book from 1909-1962, including caricatures of
the Pett Bus in 1929 and 1935 (above) and frequent entries by servicemen during the Second
World War, when the coast east of Hastings was a military no-go area. After its closure in
1966 the Royal Oak stood empty for about a year, prompting a petition to Pett Parish Council
signed by 73 inhabitants, urging Battle RDC to preserve the building. The Council bought the
property in 1967, in order to acquire the land to its rear for housing development. A covenant
banning the sale of alcohol was revoked, and the building was leased (12517, AMS 7153).
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Although in 2016 we celebrated three years at The Keep, there still remained hangovers of
unfinished business from the period of frantic activity as we cleared The Maltings and our
three outstores in preparation for the move. The Building Regulations plans from Eastbourne
Borough Council (12535, 12780), and the same authority’s engineers’ drawings, c19002000 (12537), which we had reluctantly declined to take when they were offered in 2012,
eventually arrived in February 2017.

Another visit to Eastbourne took us to the public library, which in 1958 had bought two
volumes on the history of Sussex, both dating from the second half of the 18th century. One
of them – a book of antiquarian notes by the Lewes lawyer John Elliot – appeared in a London
auction in 2015. Because illustrations from it had been published in Sussex Archaeological
Collections, we were able to demonstrate that the volume had been stolen from the library,
and to recover it. We were apprehensive that its twin, a printed history of Sussex dating
from 1730, had also been taken. In itself of no particular merit, the volume had been heavily
annotated by the county’s first historian Sir William Burrell, and extensively augmented with
notes by John Elliot and watercolour drawings by Burrell’s wife Lady Sophia and other artists.
Shown above is a drawing of the ruins of the archbishop of Canterbury’s palace at Mayfield,
copied by the Swiss-born artist Samuel Hieronymus Grimm (1733-1794) and corrected by him
in the field in a delicate pencil. Grimm’s hallmark figures – known to topographical artists as
staffage – complete the scene. The volume also includes Lady Sophia’s drawings of Friston
Place and Compton Place at Eastbourne, both the destination of recent FoTKA outings. In the
event we were relieved to find the volume in situ; both are now in safe custody at The Keep
(12428, R/L 34/2).
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Eastbourne is also the seat of the Davies-Gilbert estate, and we were delighted to receive
a large number of estate files to add to its already extensive archive (12663). Many were
compiled by land agent RG Hall and his successors, and include a tracing of 1876 showing
proposed new buildings for the Coast Guard Station at Birling Gap (above), by the Director
of Works Department of The Admiralty (GIL 3/220/1); sadly a number of these cottages have
since been lost to encroaching cliff erosion.
Another of our major archives was augmented in the course of 2016. Attending a booklaunch at the antiquarian booksellers Henry Southeran in London, Christopher Whittick’s eye
fell upon an anonymous-looking photograph album. The first picture was of Firle Place, and
the volume turned out to contain photographs, dating from the 1880s, of over 60 country
houses in England and Scotland, many of them associated with the Gage family. A generous
contribution from the Trustees of the Gage Estate, matched by a grant from FoTKA, secured
the album for the archive (12684).
We hold the papers of the artist Eric Ravilious (1903-1942) and his wife Tirzah Garwood
(1908-1951), both of whom were brought up and educated in Eastbourne. The daughter of
an Engineer colonel, early in her childhood Tirzah showed a gift for drawing, and studied at
the Eastbourne School of Art from 1925 to 1928. There a new teacher Eric Ravilious taught
her drawing and wood engraving. Introduced by Eric while still a student, Tirzah showed
her work at the prestigious annual exhibition of the Society of Wood Engravers, and in the
autumn of 1928 moved to London in the hope of earning her living as an illustrator.
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2016-2017
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The couple married in 1930, to the annoyance of her
family and the perplexity of his. Unlike the downat-heel Ravilious family, the Garwoods were the sort
of people who, at least in the popular imagination,
formed the natural inhabitants of Eastbourne, while
Ravilious was the son of a chronically insolvent
shopkeeper with religious mania, and whose brother’s
businesses operated just within the law. The sharp
contrast between the two families typifies the reality of
life in the Empress of Watering-places, where Colonel
Garwood served as a Poor Law Guardian and Eric’s
father ended his days as an inmate of the former
workhouse.
Three additions of material came our way in 2016, the
first the result of a handsome grant from both FoTKA
and the government Purchase Grant Fund.
We purchased, for £8500, seven
diaries kept by Tirzah (above, by
Duffy Ayers, in 1944) between 1931
and 1938 (12531). They constitute
a unique resource not only of her
own life and work but also the
artistic milieu (which included Paul
and John Nash, Barnett Freedman,
Henry Moore, Percy Horton, Enid
Marx, William Rothenstein, Edward
Bawden, Peggy Angus and Ravilious
himself) of which she was part. While
they have the general character of
appointment diaries (rather than
an authorial narrative) the density
of detail recorded in them serves to
add both colour and accuracy to the
information available in the relevant
collections of artists’ letters and
related papers, of which those of Percy
Horton and Peggy Angus are already
held by East Sussex Record Office at
The Keep.
An example of their value is provided
by the entry for the week of 17-23
October 1938 (right). On Monday
Tirzah sorted marbled papers and the following day hung them in an exhibition at Braintree;
her participation in the harvest supper was cut short by her son’s illness; and at the weekend
Eric returned from Dungeness with ‘a good painting’, which can be identified as Dungeness
Lighthouse (private collection), usually (from the date of its appearance in his show of 1939)
attributed to the following year.
6
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Later in the year we acquired additional deposits from the family, including a series of
photographs which Ravilious had taken when on a scholarship tour to Florence in 1925
(12539), and a much larger group of papers including a sketchbook dated 5 October 1915,
which he compiled as a member of Form IIIA at Eastbourne Municipal Boys’ School. It
includes sketches of a Blackburn monoplane, soldiers, church steeples, a barn, domestic
objects, shoes, letters, patterns and more. Many of the subjects and interests that were to
figure throughout his later work were already in evidence at the age of twelve (12699).
The Ravilious archive is in constant demand, and requests for loans to exhibitions are frequent.
Another exhibition, Ravilious and Co – the Pattern of Friendship, opened at Eastbourne in
May 2017 and will tour to Sheffield in October and Compton Verney in 2018. We also loaned
three items from the archive of Peggy Angus to the exhibition Sussex Modernism at 2 Temple
Place, curated by Dr Hope Wolf of the University of Sussex.
It has been a very good year for diaries. At the other end of the financial scale to the purchase
of those of Tirzah Ravilious, we bought on eBay for £116 the diaries of Henry Grote Lewin
(1874-1937) of The Stone House, Belle Hill, Bexhill, prolific author of railway books and
cricket enthusiast (12673).
The arrival of the diaries of
Frederick Wilkin (1838-1929),
a director of the British Gas
Light Company in London, was
serendipitous. We were not
the first to be offered them but
we were the first to respond
(12788, AMS 7218) so were
the lucky recipients, with no
cost involved. They begin with
Frederick’s marriage in 1877 to
Charlotte Elizabeth Lefroy, and
continue until 1923; the couple
purchased the Lower Cousley
Alterations to Lower Cousley Wood, 1895
Wood estate in 1881, after
which there is an enormous amount of local detail for the Wadhurst and Ticehurst area.
Frederick wrote detailed daily entries in a clear but very small hand – it is essential to use a
magnifying glass if reading them for long. Each journal covers at least three years, so reading
through one takes some hours, and cataloguing them fully is a work that is still in progress.
It is rewarding albeit slow, with so many interesting snippets: the search for ‘old Stapley’ who
was found dead, still clutching his billhook (January 1883); the possible separation between
Sam and Blanche Key (he has beaten her often and is misbehaving with Annie Lane, the
daughter of Col Lane of Bexhill), July 1883; visiting Noakley Cottages to see Pitt who had cut
himself badly with his ‘swop’ and found the bleeding had been stopped by the application of
cobwebs to the wound on his right forearm (August 1885); the fire at Jarvis Farm at Flimwell
and there was some trouble to save the house (August 1885); the visit to old Mrs Clout who
was 84 and living in one of Mrs Thomas’s cottages, thought to be so filthy that no one can
enter – Frederick contacted Dr White about the Sanitary Inspector visiting her (he did not
enter), December 1885.
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2016-2017
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Both were inveterate travellers, and there are many references
to holidays abroad. Son Anthony accompanied the couple
when they visited Egypt in 1896, and soon became a respected
ethnologist and Egyptologist. Tragically he died from dysentery
in 1901 when involved in an expedition to Abyssinia to dig for
antiquities. His mother Charlotte Elizabeth, who often suffered
from ill health, died at Las Palmas in the Canary Islands in 1914.
Unsurprisingly, Frederick wrote at the end of the diary, ‘So end 5
anxious or sad years’.

One of the few photographs showed the staff of a laboratory in Brighton in 1916 (above). It
was exciting to realize that the initials AW stood for Arthur Wilkin, the younger son. A check
of Alumni Cantabrigienses revealed that he qualified as a doctor and served as a Captain in
the Royal Army Medical Corps during the First World War (mentioned twice in despatches) and
worked as an Assistant Bacteriologist at the Kitchener Hospital, Brighton.
We purchased at auction albums illustrating the related families of Lamb of Beauport in
Hollington and Adamson of Rushton Park (later Vinehall) in Mountfield (Leila, who married
Charles Anthony Lamb in 1886, was an Adamson), thanks to funding from FoTKA (12601,
AMS 7173).
The photographs are evocative of
the late Victorian and Edwardian
upper-class life of leisurely
country pursuits and house
parties. Both families clearly loved
their dogs, whose names are
unfailingly recorded. Victorian
women generally appear very
sedate – their clothes cannot
have allowed much freedom – so
it was a pleasant surprise to see
the antics of Leila Lamb and her
friend Mrs Musgrave dressed up
in armour and doing battle to
champion their pets.
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Unfortunately, military history is now very sought after and we were outbid on further
albums, including material concerning Charles Lamb’s military career in the Rifle Brigade
during the second Boer War (1899-1902).
In June 2016 an important purchase
was made at Bonhams of a survey
of the River Rother and Rye Harbour
by William Cubitt, 1839-1840, with
funds from FoTKA and the V+A
Purchase Grant Fund.
William Cubitt, a prestigious canal
engineer, was employed by the Rye
Harbour Commissioners to organise
a preliminary survey of the River and
Rye Harbour. It was an informationgathering exercise, intending to
enable the Commissioners to make
decisions about improving drainage
and river navigation. Cubitt worked
with land surveyors James Corry
Sherrard and Sydney Hall, and the
result was on a monumental scale,
consisting of 20 sheets of paper,
mounted on linen and rolled,
measuring about 6 by 1½ metres and
drawn to a scale of 100 feet to an
inch. It represents the extensive area
from the town of Rye southwards
to the outlet of the river Rother at
Rye Harbour, showing elements of drainage and the town of Rye in considerable detail. Also
depicted are the Preventive Stations (bases for the Riding Officers whose job it was to prevent
smuggling) at Rye and Camber, the Royal William public house, lighthouses, flagstaffs,
Camber Chapel and the sites of kettle nets.
The map did present some problems to
conservator Melissa Williams and her team.
It arrived in its original metal canister, which
had rusted and become a poor environment
for the document. Nevertheless the map was
in surprisingly good condition, with the main
issues being accumulated dirt, and damage
from frequent rolling and unrolling. The
sheer size created an additional challenge,
but long and laborious cleaning over a
six-month period revealed a wonderful
quality of colour.
Conservation assistants Kim Mercado (left) and Fiona Bailey, working on the map
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It would have been unthinkable for ESRO not to have attempted to purchase this highly
informative work. We already hold the archive of the Rye Harbour Commissioners, 17241932, (ESRO KRA, NRA 9), Rye Corporation (RYE) and the Commissioners of the Rother and
Brede Levels (DAP), which include copies of Cubitt’s reports, but the survey was missing. Its
acquisition filled the missing part of the jigsaw in the story of the harbour and lower Rother
(12570; AMS 7199).

The papers of Lewis Orchard of Lewes, 1789-2008, another FoTKA purchase, were a veritable
treasure trove (12687; AMS 7197). The family papers include plans of Congregational
churches at Lewes, Cromwell Road, Hove and Cantelupe Road, Bexhill, 1903-1938, and deeds
and papers relating to Southover Nurseries, c1951-2008. The antiquarian collection includes a
letter concerning the possible purchase of Robert Withington’s two houses in Southover (now
The Gables and Gables Cottage), 1789, a drawing looking north down Market Street from
the site of the present Lewes war memorial, c1810 (above), and photographs of Brighton,
including slum clearance, 1875-c1965.
Also thanks to FoTKA were the deeds of the estate of the architect Sir Reginald Blomfield in
Ockmans Lane, Rye and Point Hill, Playden, [1732]-1957. Blomfield’s interest in Rye doubtless
stemmed from his marriage, in 1886, to Anne Frances May, daughter of Henry Burra, then a
civil servant in India but a member of the Burra family of Springfield Lodge, Rye (12638; AMS
7177). Sometimes letters come up for sale at stamp auctions because, rather unfortunately
for the record office, collectors are interested in the philatelic aspects of the envelopes. One
such case was a collection of letters written by Maria Grace Johnstone of Rother House,
Rotherfield, to her sons who were at the Royal Naval College in Camberwell. Rother House
had been purchased in 1837 by Maria’s husband, Henry Hope Johnstone, a Lieutenant in
the Royal Navy, and was sold in 1859, after which the house, which still exists today, was
renamed Rotherhurst (12614).
10
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Acquisitions relating to the First World War at this time of its
centenary included the letters of the related Dawes and Pettit
families of of Palehouse Common, Framfield, and Eastbourne,
recording their service in two world wars and the death of
Bert Dawes (1896-1917) of the 7th Btn Royal Sussex Regiment
on 18 August 1917 (12534); they had the honour of being
knocked down to Dr Sheena Parker of FoTKA at a postal
history auction in Tunbridge Wells. Over the course of several
years we have been re-assembling the dispersed archive of
the Stephens family of Willingdon, supposedly rescued from a
skip. The sixth such purchase includes letters from a German
exchange student who had lodged with the family, and covers
the momentous years 1930-1939, when the correspondence
for understandable reasons ceased (12682, 12705).
The online auction site eBay is the source of many of the
items purchased. They are generally of relatively modest financial value but often provide an
historical missing link which would otherwise be lost. Smaller purchases include the grant of
a right of way near Barcombe Mills to Frederick Samuel Asser and James Alfred Asser of the
Albion Mills, Brighton, millers, so that they might maintain a weir, 1902 (12634); the licence
of Roger Challice as curate of Mayfield, 1770 (12636; AMS 7176); a letter from Thomas Read
Kemp to Daniel Rowland of Frant concerning the Newhaven Road from Rottingdean, 1824
(12637); the apprenticeship indenture of Charles Shelley, aged 12, son of Charles Shelley of
East Dean, to Edward Geering of Alfriston, tailor, 1805 (12707; AMS 7195); a Second World
War photograph of Herstmonceux Home Guard (12716); the deeds of 38-54 High Street,
Newick, copyhold of the manor of Newick, 1823-1920 (12717; AMS 7214). The deeds of
20 High Street, Battle, [1723]-1910, were fortunately the survivors of a clear-out by a firm of
solicitors or land agents over 20 years ago, and provide a useful insight into the confusing
development of the frontage of this part of Battle High Street (12559; AMS 7166).
We are interested in obtaining any material of potential historical interest, including records
from the fairly recent past. We acquired the papers of Victor James Pain of Hastings (19091994), who was involved in local cricket and football. After his retirement he sat on Hastings
Borough Council and was Leader 1979-1986; he became a freeman of Hastings in 1986
(12519). The office holds a fair number of scrapbooks relating to mayoralties, which now
include those of Ron Cook, Mayor of Lewes, 1988-1994 (12693).
In the last report we described the papers of Marjorie Davies (née Clements), who became
a Chailey resident when she joined the Women's Land Army in 1942. Already a successful
commercial artist, after the war she resumed her artistic career, and although perhaps best
known locally as the illustrator of the parish magazine and designer of the village sign, she
was also for many years a leading illustrator of children’s books who worked for Enid Blyton,
who liked her ‘good child-like sense of humour’, and an award-winning water-colourist. Her
work, both as a land-girl and as an illustrator for Blyton, was accessioned in 2014 as ACC
11882, but at the end of 2016 we received additional material relating both to Margery and
her house at Coppards Bridge, Chailey, originally a medieval hall house which was divided
into a pair of cottages at the beginning of the 19th century. The papers cover in great detail
its loving and meticulous restoration between 2008 and 2010 by the donors of the records
(12732, now listed with 11882 as AMS 7196).
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We continue to acquire large deposits from local solicitors. The Hastings firm Young Coles and
Langdon has closed after at least 170 years, and further deeds and documents, including the
firm’s first ledger and the minutes of the town’s Magdalen and Lasher Charities, joined the
already extensive archive here (ACC 12736). Bexhill Museum kindly transferred to us several
boxes of papers from the Battle firm Raper and Fovargue; these are as yet to be integrated
into the 300 boxes which we already hold from the firm, probably our biggest accumulation
of solicitors’ records and undoubtedly the richest (12528). Via Hastings Museum we received
a large accumulation of records from Percy, Walker and Co, whose predecessors held the
office of Town Clerk and Clerk of the Peace of the borough for over a century. As well as the
firm’s own records, including clerks’ office diaries from the 1820s recording Poor Law and
Coroners’ business, the firm’s activities as clerks of the Land Tax Commissioners 1770-1847,
bailiffs of the Hastings County Court on its foundation in 1847, as solicitors of the Milward
family, the trustees of several turnpike roads and of the Hastings, St Leonards and East Sussex
Infirmary have left a wealth of material central to the history of the town. Also included are
some personal papers of John Phillips (1801-1870) as an articled clerk and young partner
between 1823 and 1836, including his application, as a law student, to use the reading
room at the British Museum in 1826, an early rising agreement ‘to be on the Parade opposite
Diplock's Library every morning by 6’ made with his brother and their friend Dr William Ross
Chapman the same year, and his passport and bills for a trip to Ghent and Brussels in 1830
(12574).
Individual bundles of deeds include the former Methodist Church and Sunday School at Lower
Lake, Battle, [1733]-1963 (12576, AMS 7168), the Old Post Office, Dallington (with mention
of prospecting for coal there in 1801), 1733-1918 (12679, AMS 7206), Broad Reed Farm in
Mayfield, 1590-1770 (12806, AMS 7201) and a single deed of a house in The Cliffe, Lewes,
1658, which Colin Brent’s indispensable tenement analysis allowed us to identify as the site of
Harveys Brewery shop (12819, AMS 7221).
The records of political parties and groupings
are often hard to find, and it was pleasing to
receive minutes of the Hartfield and Colemans
Hatch Branch of the East Grinstead Division
of the Conservative and Unionist Association
dating from 1928 (12630; AMS 7175) and,
purchased with a grant from FoTKA, the printed
rules and list of the officers and committees of
the Brighton Constitutional and Conservative
Association, 1870 (12813).
The Lewes resident, broadcaster and journalist
John Henty first became interested in the
illustrator Mabel Lucie Attwell (1879–1964)
after a listener sent in a request on an Attwell
postcard to BBC Radio Brighton, where was
working. In 1977 his interview with Mabel's
daughter Peggy was broadcast on BBC's
Woman's Hour, and in 1999 he published The
Collectable World of Mabel Lucie Attwell. John
kindly gave us his collection of papers relating
to the illustrator. Although she was not born
12
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locally, Mabel developed a love of the Cuckmere Valley, and rented properties in East Sussex:
The Little House, Rye (1923-1925), Church Farm, Litlington (1925), Manor Farmhouse,
Westdean (1932), and Ocklynge Manor, Eastbourne (1935). Her professional life stretched
over 60 years, and she is best known for her rotund and rosy-cheeked infants, and chubby
little elves in green suits known as Boo Boos (12524, AMS 7160).

Patterns of leisure are rapidly changing, a process which has an archival effect as some groups
become more conscious of their past, and others close down. To our already huge holdings
of Women’s Institute records – probably the largest anywhere – we added the minutes of
the Fairwarp Institute (12642, WI 179) and two scrapbooks produced by the Sedlescombe
Institute in 1953 and 1965, including photographs of the ladies’ cricket team, 1909 (above),
the first women’s stoolball team, 1920, the pageant A Dream of Empire, told in Tableaux,
1935, and the arrival at the Pestalozzi Children's Village of Dr HJ Alexander with the first of
the European refugee children in 1959, a period of the village’s history for which sources are
scant (12779, WI 205).
We received the records of the Hailsham Choral Society (12602), the Rye and District Movie
Society (12800, AMS 7125), the Brighton and Lewes Beekeepers’ Association (12556), the
Lewes Literary Society (formerly the Monday Literary Club) (12660), and the Sedlescombe
and District Garden Society (12776). Horticulture was also represented by a printed catalogue
of roses grown at Wood and Son’s nursery at Maresfield, 1836-1837, a generous FoTKA
purchase which we added to an existing group of copies of papers relating to this fascinating
undertaking and its mysterious founder William Wood (12812, AMS 6297/17). Sport was
represented by photographs of Newick Cricket Club, c1890-1926, showing the cricket teams
of Thomas Baden Powell (1864-1942).
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2016-2017
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Powell was a cricketing enthusiast who had his own ground at High Hurst where he held
regular matches and invited teams to play against his own elevens (12680). The extensive
records of the Sussex County Bowling Association (formerly Sussex Bowling Association,
founded in 1909), commence in 1916 (12688). We have also taken material from Barcombe
Football Club (12706), a cricket score book for Kent House School at 7 Staveley Road,
Eastbourne, 1889 (12743), and an early printed and illustrated card for Lewes Races (opposite),
27-29 July 1786, an eBay purchase through the generosity of FoTKA (12711).
One of the most extensive arrivals
was the archive of BATS, the Bexhill
Amateur Theatrical Society (12611),
which included minutes and scrapbooks
from 1935 to 2016, when the group
was disbanded. The Bells Yew Green
Society gave us two volumes of historic
photographs of their area, complied by
Roy Polden including both originals and
copies of pictures in private hands (and
now doubtless dispersed), the collection
is of particular value since almost all
the images are identified and dated
(12670).
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Music is not well represented in our
holdings and it was good to receive an
interesting group of papers relating to Theo
Ward (1863-1935), who became musical
director of the Eastbourne Orchestral
Band in 1899. Born in Marylebone,
Robert Theophilus (Theo) Ward achieved a
successful musical career despite difficult
beginnings. His father, Theophilus Frederick
Ward, was a photographer who died in
1875 aged 39, when Theo was 12. His
mother Louisa seems to have possessed
an indomitable spirit and in 1881 was
enumerated as landlady of The Welsh Harp,
47 Chandos Street, together with Theo,
then described as a hotel servant, and his
five siblings. Theo somehow managed to
enter the Royal Academy of Music, and
was described as a most promising pupil in
1889, when an Academy orchestral concert
included a piece which he had composed
(Pall Mall Gazette, 18 April 1889).
After a number of musical contracts, the
most important of which was probably the
conductorship of the Criterion Theatre in
London under Charles Wyndham between
1891 and 1893, he was appointed by the
Pleasure Grounds Committee of Eastbourne
County Borough on 5 May 1899, subject
to him providing the necessary music. It
was the heyday of bandstand music, and
unthinkable that the Empress of Watering
Places should lack such an amenity. The
need to make economies became apparent,
however, and in September 1906 Theo
wrote to the Committee regretting the
dismissals of three of his bandsmen: ‘it is
impossible to produce the proper effect
without suitable material’. A cartoon in
the archive depicts him as a one-man band
busking on the beach (right).
In 1907 the Pleasure Grounds Committee
served notice of termination of service
on the conductor and members of the
municipal band; Theo seems to have been offered the chance of continuing on a reduced
salary, but left Eastbourne in November. He certainly did not leave under a cloud – the Mayor
and Corporation provided him with a sealed testimonial expressing their appreciation.
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He was clearly very popular and the locals were sorry to see him go; the Eastbourne Chronicle
reported that at his final evening concert, he was besieged by people anxious to shake hands
and extend best wishes for his future. The Eastbourne Gazette published a poem which
commenced with the optimistic refrain:
If you’ve resigned your baton here,
Don’t hang your head and all that;
Your future lot you need not fear,
You’ll get a Band and all that!
Theo did obtain a prestigious post in 1911 when he became musical director at Buxton
Gardens in Derbyshire, like Eastbourne a town with strong connections with the Dukes of
Devonshire, and later in his career undertook a musical tour titled Masterpiece, the publicity
for which had it that he was hailed by critics as the greatest pianist of the day. He was
certainly very accomplished as a conductor, pianist and organist, as well as being a prolific
composer, and the archive contains a number of examples of his published works which
demonstrate his love of comic opera and song (ACC 12593; AMS 7205).
This year saw the transfer to The Keep of a number of lantern slides of travellers held by
East Sussex County Council’s Schools, Library and Museum Service, which in 2009 we had
borrowed to scan as a security measure (12662; R/L 39). Some of the images were then used
in a WRVS Heritage Plus project concerning the lives of travellers, and published in Hidden
Photographs of a Hidden People; in and around the south country hop gardens (2010).
The lantern slides were formerly held
in a large wooden box thought to
have been owned by Dr Edwin Percy
Habberton Lulham (1865-1940). Lulham
had a very interesting and varied
career. He was initially a professional
cricketer: he was in the Sussex team,
and played for England in 1894. He
became a doctor, graduating from Guy’s
Hospital in 1896. He worked at the
Sussex County Hospital in Brighton as

a ‘dresser’ for the Senior Surgeon, Dr
Blaker, and practised as a doctor in
Ditchling and Brighton. In 1911, he
was enumerated at 38 Sweyn Road,
Margate, the home of Dr Thompson,
but lived in Ditchling. He was at 11
Prince Albert Street, Brighton, from at
least 1915-1923.
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Lulham also wrote poetry inspired by the
Sussex countryside, which included Songs
from the Downs & Dunes (1908). He became
interested in rural life and customs, and is
known to have given talks illustrated with
lantern slides. He was an authority on gypsy
life and was an honorary member of the
Gypsy Lore Society. It is thought that he
stopped practising as a doctor during the
1920s due to sciatica and high blood pressure,
and concentrated on photography and
public lectures. He sadly committed suicide
on 27 June 1940 when living at Haven,
Hurstpierpoint.
The majority of the lantern slides depicting
gypsy life in the 1920s and 1930s were
Lulham’s own, although it is likely that some
were obtained from photographers with
similar interests. A large number also depict
rural life and crafts. It is not always clear
whether the photographs were taken locally, but a considerable proportion are labelled and
include fine views of the harvest at Housedean Farm near Lewes, and the Clergy House at
Alfriston under restoration. Even when there seems to be no known local connection, the
images still provide fascinating viewing, ranging from the activities of a mole catcher to
convicts working in a quarry, possibly HM Prison Portland, Dorset. There are a number of
forgotten crafts such as rope-making using a rope walk, charcoal-burning, and bee-keeping
using hives in the form of straw skeps.
Last year’s report mentioned the archive of glass plate negatives produced by Wardell’s
postcard manufacturers (ACC 12514), which included photographs of the Children’s Home
and Orphanage at Dorothy Avenue, Peacehaven, established by Gracie Fields as a home for
poor orphans or children whose parents were in the theatrical or circus professions but who,
for various reasons, were temporarily unable to provide for them. The home was established
by the singer in her married name of Grace Selinger in 1931, the year of the huge success
of her first film Sally in our Alley. By coincidence and happy chance we have now received
the 1931 trust deed for the property conveyed by Gracie to the Variety Artistes Ladies’ Guild
and Orphanage; the deed was sent inadvertently without a stamp and luckily we made
the decision to pay the Royal Mail to deliver the packet sight unseen rather than abandon
it as probable junk mail (12613; CHC/ACC12613). Gracie Fields continued to finance the
operation from her home in Capri until 1967, by which time the numbers of children needing
support had declined. The house was eventually sold to Peacehaven Town Council and is now
a care home. Apart from a small blue plaque, it is indistinguishable from the bungalows and
houses which have grown up around it.
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Sybil, lady of Icklesham, grants the advowson of the church to Battle Abbey, c1230
University of London, Senate House Library, Fuller I/28/4

We try to obtain copies of material relating to East Sussex which are held elsewhere, and
this year images of a number of documents at Senate House Library, University of London,
were added to our holdings. These include 35 Battle Abbey charters, the earliest dated
1140, which escaped the sale to the Huntington Library in 1923; a volume of accounts of
the Herstmonceux Castle estate, including manorial income, 1743-1773 and a volume of
miscellaneous documents relating to Sussex and Kent, 1630-1768 (ACC 12690, AMS 7200).
Over the years we have built up at extensive
archive for the family of Daniel White and
Son of Hailsham, grocers, provision dealers,
wine and spirit merchants, and drapers. It was
sad to receive the last tranche of records from
the family of Dorothy White (1919-2017) on
the day of her death. Born Dorothy Gasson,
she won a scholarship to Lewes Grammar
School but was unable to take advantage of
it because she was needed at home. In 1941
Dorothy (right) married Donald Josiah White
(1917-1993), and after the war the couple
moved to Beechcroft Farm in Cowbeech. In
later life Dorothy became a keen supporter of
East Sussex Record Office, being responsible
for a number of deposits of family papers,
and undertook extensive local history research
(her work formed the foundation of the
Herstmonceux Tenement Analysis, HBR 9/23)
and classes in palaeography (12791). The day
this report was finalised, we were delighted
to be told that Dorothy had remembered
FoTKA in her will.
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There has been little time to carry out regular inspections of parish records as required under
the Parochial Registers and Records Measure, 1978 (amended 1993), but we were called into
Pevensey Church before building works began. The result was a large deposit of material
including school managers’ minutes, 1903-1929, a list of local landowners, 1876, and papers
relating to the restoration of the church by George Gilbert Scott the younger (1839-1897) to
designs of 1875, which were executed mostly during 1877-1879, although the work was not
completed until 1886-1888 by the diocesan surveyor Lacy William Ridge (12811; PAR 443).
Records from Hellingly included a bundle of school deeds, 1843-1876, and a list of parish
officers, 1730-1914, in addition to the usual run of parish records (12751; PAR 375). From
Hastings St Clement we received regulations for the charity schools of William Parker and
James Saunders, c1811, which resulted from a case brought by Thomas James Breeds against
Hastings Corporation in which he alleged that the endowments for the schools were being
misused. Chancery found against the Corporation, and dictated new regulations which were
to be put on public display in the town’s churches (12822; PAR 367). What is probably the
copy from All Saints was found in archive of Young, Coles and Langdon who acted as clerks
to the charity for over 100 years.
An addition to the archive of the Society of Friends was provided by a transcript of minutes of
the Gardner Street Mission, Herstmonceux which formerly belonged to Hugh Carn, who may
have been the compiler. The donor's grandfather, William Robert Carn married Alice Honisett
in 1898 (Steyning District; March quarter, vol 2b p444a); both were founder-members, and
their names appear on the first page (12590).
Since 1958, certain classes of Public Records – chiefly court and hospital records – have
been required to be held in what are defined as Local Places of Deposit, mostly county-run
repositories such as ESRO. The government imposed this duty without offering any funding,
and for decades we fought without success to recover some of the costs involved. That
changed in 2015, with the reduction from 30 to 20 years of the period by which such records
need to be transferred. A pot of money is available nationally, and divided up between those
applying on the basis of the quantity of public records they have taken in. In 2016 we secured
a much-needed transfusion of over £51,000. This windfall, part of which will be used to
continue the process of seeking out qualifying material, was largely due to the efforts of Beki
Cox and Ellen Scaife in bringing in 166.55 metres of public records, mostly magistrates’ court
minutes and records (12715, 12733), and adoption registers for East Sussex and Brighton
(12509, 12796), our earlier series of such records having come to a halt in the 1970s; we also
took coroners’ inquests from both East Sussex (12745) and Brighton and Hove (12661).
Finally, an important new source for family historians has become available at The Keep. We
have just completed cataloguing marriage notice books transferred from the East Sussex
Registration Service. Before the Marriages Act 1836, which introduced civil marriage into
England and Wales from 1 July 1837, the only legally recognised marriages in England and
Wales were those performed by the Church of England, Jews and Quakers. Roman Catholics
and members of other Christian congregations, as well as members of other religious bodies
and atheists, had to be married in an Anglican church. The Act of 1836 allowed marriages to
be legally registered in buildings belonging to other religious groups, or in a civil registry office.
It was necessary to give the civil registrar notice that a marriage was due to take place and
where the couple were to marry, and the information was recorded in marriage notice books;
there were regulations regarding the length of notice required before the planned marriage
could take place, and residential qualifications. Lists of the intended marriages were put
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on public display, and at the end of the notice period, a certificate giving permission for
the marriage was issued which was valid for a stated period. As with marriages in Anglican
churches, it was possible to pay for a marriage licence to enable the marriage to take place
more quickly.
Family history researchers can obtain copies of marriage certificates for a fee from the
General Register Office but the indexes contain only the bare details, making the purchase
of documents which prove to be irrelevant sometimes unavoidable. A preliminary check
of the marriage notice books, which contain almost as much information, can avoid such
costly mistakes. The registers also give free information about marriages celebrated in places
whose registers have not been deposited, and may not have survived. We are hoping that the
registers for Brighton and Hove will also be available before long (12345; REG 1).
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Brighton and Hove accessions, April 2016 – March 2017

Over the course of the year ESRO has been the grateful recipient of a number of personal
archives. In July FoTKA agreed the purchase of the papers of the literary agent and author
John Montgomery (ACC 12591). Montgomery was born at Edinburgh on 14 April 1916 but
following the immediate death of his mother and that of his father, killed in action in 1917,
he was adopted by his aunt and uncle who lived at Dyke Road Avenue, Brighton.
Educated at Brighton College, from 1933 Montgomery worked as a publicity manager for
bands and film companies. During the Second World War he served with the Royal Sussex
Regiment and saw action in North Africa, Italy and the Middle East. After the war he resumed
his work for John Baxter Productions but left in 1949 to join A D Peters as an author’s agent,
handling the affairs of, amongst others, E M Forster, John Mortimer, J B Priestley and Evelyn
Waugh. He remained with A D Peters until 1966 when ill health forced him to leave fulltime employment. Montgomery was a member of the local branch of the Campaign for
Homosexual Equality (CHE), and the Brighton Ourstory website states that when in 1973 the
CHE decided to hold its annual conference in Malvern rather than Brighton Montgomery
expressed his distaste, ‘I bet that Malvern, with its rather dreary waters, can’t offer anything
like the hospitality or understanding of our town’.
We have been fortunate to receive further additions to the Ourstory archive from Dani
Ahrens whose papers include material relating to Section 28 protests and AIDS awareness
publications produced by local groups (ACC 12676, OUR 37). These papers, along with
others in the Ourstory archive, will no doubt be of particular interest next year which is the
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30th anniversary of the Local Government Act 1988. Section 28 of the Act stated that a local
authority ‘shall not intentionally promote homosexuality or publish material with the intention
of promoting homosexuality’ and we are have the papers of a number of local activists who
were vociferous in their opposition to the bill. Section 28 was finally repealed in 2003.

Next year is also the 70th anniversary of the publication of The Servant by Robin Maugham,
nephew of W Somerset Maugham and better known for the film starring Dirk Bogarde made
in 1963. Maugham was an interesting character: born Robert Cecil Romer Maugham at
Kensington in 1916 he was educated at Eton and Cambridge. He served with the 4th County
of London Yeomanry in North Africa during the Second World War but, after sustaining
a head wound, was invalided out of the army in 1944. On his father’s death in 1958 he
assumed the title 2nd Viscount Maugham. His career produced a large number of novels,
plays and non-fiction titles. He settled in Brighton where he died in 1981, and this year we
received some of his papers including scripts (some of them annotated) and correspondence
(ACC 12579, AMS 7170).
When speaking to the House of Lords, Maugham raised the issue of human trafficking
– he had bought a slave to prove the truth of his research for The Slaves of Timbuktu in
1961. Locally such concerns are met by the Community Safety team at Brighton and Hove
City Council whose files, received this year, cover subject-matter such as the prevention of
homophobic and racist hate crime, the settlement of asylum seekers and refugees in Brighton
and Hove and migration from eastern Europe (ACC 12523, BH/S). Many of the papers contain
information deemed sensitive under the Data Protection Act so will be closed for some time
but they will be a superb source for historians of the future looking back at our unsettled
decade.
The upheaval and privations of the Second World War are often reflected in new accessions
and we have been lucky to receive some fascinating papers relating to that period. Peter
Jeffery attended Hertford School, Brighton, during the early days of the war. He donated
his memoir along with letters from teachers, an evacuation bracelet and labels, a British
propaganda leaflet and a photograph of children at the Hollingdean Terrace VJ Day street
party (ACC 12552, AMS 7169).
The letters of Eric and Dorothy Davis include two letters that perfectly illustrate the pain of
wartime separation. The first, dating from 25 March 1941, is from Mr and Mrs Harry Dodson,
Slaithwaite, Yorkshire, reassuring them that their daughter Doris is settling in well in her billet
following evacuation from Brighton. Another, written by Doris two days later, states that she
is very homesick and wishes to come home (ACC 12765). Unfortunately no record of the
outcome survives.
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Another letter home, also expressing dissatisfaction, was deposited in January (ACC 12749,
AMS 7202). Benson Kenneth Dewar was born at Shallow Lake, Ontario, Canada, in 1920. He
joined the Canadian armed forces in July 1941 and served in England and continental Europe
with the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals, attached to the North Nova Scotia Regiment. He
landed near Bény-sur-Mer, Normandy, on 7 June 1944. Previously billeted in Brighton his letter
written to an otherwise unidentified ‘Archie’ on 7 September 1942, suggests that his time in
England was an underwhelming experience. ‘This is a nice enough place where I am now. If
you like to dance, skate, go to a movie you've seen before, a walk in the park and have people
bore you to death looking at you. If a fellow don't give a damn for nothing at any time he gets
along fine in this country.’ He also had a low opinion of British productivity, ‘the women are the
ones who hurry around here – [if] the Canadians were to build half [a new road] and the Limies
a half the Canadian engineers had theirs built in a third of the time of the English’. However,
in the spirit of fairness he conceded, ‘I guess the people over here do get disgusted with the
Canadian soldiers at times. They are a reckless, care for nothing bunch.’ The records of the
Brighton Coroner for the period suggest that there is more than an element of truth in the last
statement.
Biographies of Moritz and Bessy Emanuel (ACC 12793) provide a record of the estimable work
of this couple who lived at Vallance Road, Hove. The Emanuels looked after Kindertransport
children during the Second World War, amongst them the chemist and philanthropist Dr Alfred
Bader, who in later life gave Herstmonceux Castle to Queen’s University Ontario. Bessy Emanuel
also served on the local Jewish Board of Guardians, was president of the B'nai R'rith Lodge and
eventually ran a large old persons’ home. Moritz Emanuel was president of the Middle Street
Synagogue and his name appears in the minute book we recently received from the synagogue
covering the years 1915 to 1931 (ACC 12550, HEB 1/1/4).
Names of Brighton servicemen, servicewomen and civilians killed between 1939 and 1945
appear in a beautiful memorial book produced in 1952 (ACC 12645, PAR 277/7/8/3) .
The book was commissioned
by the town council and was
executed under the direction
of E A Sallis Benney, principal
of Brighton College of Art.
It displayed the skill of a
number of local craftsmen
including Benney’s son Derek,
who illuminated the volume;
the architect John L Denman
who designed the display
cabinet which was carved by
Joseph Cribb (who had been
apprenticed to Eric Gill) and
Dunstan Pruden who designed
the silver sanctuary lamp.
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At the end of the war the people of Brighton were looking for light relief and they found
it at Brighton Dome every Tuesday night. In 1945 Douglas Reeve, a very popular Brightonborn organist, became assistant manager at the venue and in 1946 inaugurated the Tuesday
at the Dome concerts; they ran for about 1600 performances over 37 years, a feat that
warranted an entry in the Guinness Book of World Records. Reeve’s daughter deposited his
papers which contain photographs and records of bookings, showing entries for names such
as Bob Monkhouse, Tony Hancock and Benny Hill in the early stages of their careers (ACC
12667, AMS 7217). Douglas Reeve subsequently became manager of the Dome and was
instrumental in bringing the 1974 Eurovision Song Contest to Brighton. As well as booking
events Reeve kept his hand in as an organist and in 1984 he provided the entertainment for
the last night of the Conservative Party conference, days after the IRA bombing of the Grand
Hotel.
Michael Forrer, who deposited his papers in November (ACC 12712), was the administrator
of the Royal Sussex County Hospital when news of the attack on the Grand came through in
the early hours of 12 October 1984. The papers give an hour-by-hour record of developments
after the first casualties were admitted. By a remarkable stroke of luck members of the
A&E team had recently returned from a training event which considered how major
incidents should be dealt with. Forrer recalls that by far the most difficult of the hospital’s
responsibilities was dealing with the press, who took over large parts of building. Letters from
Conservative Party members and staff at the Grand Hotel record how effectively the Royal
Sussex County Hospital dealt with the testing circumstances.
More medical records were deposited in March by the Brighton and Sussex MedicoChirurgical Society (ACC 12801, AMS 7216). The society, which is one of the oldest in the
country, was established in 1847 and provides a forum for doctors and medical students to
discuss ethics and developments in medical practice.
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Cox Pharmaceuticals, which was based
at premises on the Lewes Road, was
known for developing the process
of pearl-coating pills with a mixture
of gum and chalk in order to render
them tasteless. A patent was issued in
1854 and the company remained an
important employer in the town until
they relocated to Barnstaple, Devon,
in the 1980s. The archive contains
product lists and some excellent
photographs showing the company’s
workshops and laboratories
(ACC 12817, AMS 7222).
Engineers Allen West and Co, also based on Lewes Road, were another major employer in
Brighton and produced a wonderful panoramic photograph of the entire workforce in 1918
(ACC 12775). It must have been taken only ten minutes’ walk away from The Keep but the
Moulsecoomb estate now stands on the site and it is difficult to pinpoint the exact location of
the shot.
We have accessioned
some superb photographic
archives over the course of
the year. Glass negatives of
Windlesham House School
dating from about 1910 show
informal images of pupils in a
remarkably undeveloped Hove
(ACC 12774) right and below.
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A FoTKA grant allowed us to purchase 106
glass plate negatives taken by Brighton
Corporation’s surveyor’s department in the
1930s which show buildings directly before
their planned demolition (ACC 12729, AMS
7203). The photographs (above and right)
are not only a rich source for architectural
historians but depict vivid street scenes
which show something of life and fashions
between the wars.
Architectural historians and students have
been well catered for over the course of
the last 12 months. We have taken in a
later series of photographs from Brighton
Borough Council which show listed
buildings and buildings in conservation
areas in the latter part of the 20th century
(ACC 12565, BH/H/19-23), and papers
of the Ashurst Road self-build project,
1957-1966 (ACC 12814). Plans showing
the Turkish baths on West Street, 1869
(ACC 12769, AMS 7015), and a copy of
the Album de Brighton (ACC 12610, AMS
7181), which was published by Berthou
and Georges in 1838 and contains images
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of many important
buildings, were both
purchased with grants
from FoTKA. We also
received the archive of
the architect Martin
Hayler who spent
much of his career
working for Brighton
Borough Council
(ACC 12762).
Hayler was born in
Khartoum but returned
to England when he
started school. His
training as an architect
started during the
Second World War
but service with the
US Army in Normandy
interrupted his studies.
He was badly injured
in a motorcycle accident and convalesced at the Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, where he met his
future wife. In 1962, with his father, wife and young son, he drove a Rover 90 on dirt roads
from Mombassa in Kenya to Cape Town, South Africa. The archive contains his accomplished
student work and designs for two large-scale projects in Brighton that never came to fruition:
a viewing tower on the seafront named the Skydeck in the mid-1960s (above) and a proposed
ferry terminal at the Marina in the early 1980s.
Finally, I’d like to mention the Brighton
and Hove Operatic Society which has
been running since 1886. The archive of a
long-standing member of the society was
donated in August which contains minutes,
programmes, scrapbooks and production files
(ACC 12629, AMS 7178). It is a wonderful
record of a local institution that is still going
strong.
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